Different synthetic profiles and developmental fates of prespore versus prestalk proteins of Dictyostelium.
Depending upon environmental conditions, developing cells of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum may enter a slug stage in which the cell mass migrates in response to gradients of light and temperature. This developmental stage has often been used to study the divergent differentiation of the cells that will subsequently form spores and stalk in the mature fruiting body. However, still debated is the extent to which the differentiation evident in slug cells is a precondition for development of the mature cells in fruits. Using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of polypeptides, we have examined the proteins made by prespore and prestalk cells of migrating slugs and by maturing spore and stalk cells. The data indicate that many of the cell-type specific polypeptides in prespore cells of slugs persist as cell-type specific polypeptides of mature spores. Prestalk slug cells, in contrast, do not contain significant amounts of stalk-specific proteins; these proteins appear only during culmination. The precursor cell types also differ in the times and rates of synthesis of cell-specific proteins: prestalk proteins appear much earlier in development than do the prespore, but never reach the levels of expression that the prespore proteins do later in culmination. These findings may explain the well established ability of prespore cells to regulate their cell type more rapidly than do prestalk cells. There are also implications for our general understanding of what is a 'prestalk' gene product.